
 

More ecosystem engineers create stability,
preventing extinctions
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Elephants engineer their ecosystems -- they root out saplings and small trees,
creating habitats for smaller vertebrates, which helps maintain the grassland.
Credit: Justin Yeakel

Biological builders like beavers, elephants, and shipworms re-engineer
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their environments. How this affects their ecological network is the
subject of new research, which finds that increasing the number of
"ecosystem engineers" stabilizes the entire network against extinctions.

When we think of engineering in nature, we tend to think of
beavers—the tree-felling, dam-building rodents whose machinations can
shape the landscape by creating lakes and changing the path of rivers.
But beavers are far from the only organisms to reshape their
environment. A squirrel who inadvertently plants oak trees is also an
"ecosystem engineer"—roughly speaking, any organism whose impact on
the environment outlasts its own lifetime. The coolest of these biological
builders, according to Justin Yeakel, might be the shipworm, which eats
through rocks in streams, creating cozy abodes for future invertebrate
inhabitants.

Yeakel, an ecologist at the University of California, Merced, and a
former Santa Fe Institute Omidyar Fellow is the lead author of a new
paper that models the long term impact of ecosystem engineers.
Researchers have long considered the role of ecosystem engineers in
natural histories, but this study is among the first to quantitatively assess
them in an ecological network model.

"We wanted to understand how food webs and interaction networks were
established from a mechanistic perspective," he says. "To do that, you
have to include things like engineering because species influence their
environment and there's this feedback between the environment to the
species."

In particular, the model uses simple rules to show how food webs can be
assembled, how species interactions can change over time, and when
species go extinct. One striking result: Few ecosystem engineers led to
many extinctions and instability while many ecosystem engineers led to
stability and few extinctions.
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https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/10.1098/rspb.2019.0434
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"As you increase the number of engineers, that also increases the
redundancy of the engineers and this tends to stabilize the system,"
Yeakel says.

So, how do you create an ecological network model? It's highly
abstracted—there are no specific species like beavers or concrete
environmental features like rivers. Everything is reduced to interactions:
species can eat, need, or make. In this sense, nature becomes a network
of interactions. For example, bees eat nectar from flowers; flowers need
bees to be pollinated; trees make shade which flowers need.

The researchers gave the model a small number of rules, the main one
being: Species have to eat only one thing to survive but they have to
obtain all of the things they need. In less abstract terms, even if one
flower species goes extinct, bees could survive on nectar from other
flowers. But if either bees or trees fail to provide pollination or shade,
which flowers need, then the flowers will go extinct.

Using these rules, the models were able to produce ecological networks
similar to those in the real world, with a characteristic hourglass shape in
species diversity—more diversity at the top and the bottom of the web,
less in the middle. To expand the model for future research, Yeakel
plans on incorporating evolutionary dynamics so that species can change
what they eat and need and make.

Two and a half billion years before humans showed up, cyanobacteria
were a planetary-scale engineer that slowly changed the composition of
the entire atmosphere by oxygenating it. But unlike our photosynthetic
predecessors, "we're making changes on ecological timescales rather
than evolutionary timescales," Yeakel says. "Is an organism that becomes
a planetary-scale engineer doomed to extinction if it changes the
environment too quickly?"
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The study is published in Nature Communications.

  More information: Nature Communications, DOI:
10.1038/s41467-020-17164-x
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